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ChapterChapter 8 

Summary y 

Thiss study is concerned with various issues related to real estate investments, starting 

fromm real estate as a corporate asset and then moving on to the performance and 

managementt of real estate listed on international stock exchanges. Real estate has evolved 

overr time from a necessary primary good and business tool into an interesting and mature 

assett class which has conquered its domain in professionally managed investment 

portfolios.. This dissertation offers findings and conclusions that may be of use to those 

whoo are involved with real estate, a group that is growing by the day. 

8.11 Real Estate Securitization 

Reall  estate in all its forms and shapes surrounds us continuously in our modern society 

andd has accumulated into the largest asset class in the world. Our home is our castie and 

office,, retail and industrial buildings offer companies the necessary space to run their 

businessess optimally. An owner-occupied house often represents the largest financial asset 

andd its mortgage the largest obligation that a person wil l face during the course of his or 

herr life. Therefore buying and selling homes is never undertaken lighdy. Firms have 

regardedd buying real estate assets as a necessary evil for a long time, and real estate 

acquisitionss were rarely accompanied by sophisticated analysis and strategies. Times have 

changedd and from the early eighties onwards firms became aware of the massive amount 

off  financial resources that have been locked into their real estate possessions. Firm 

managementt started regarding their real estate as 'the fift h business resource', which 

needss to be managed and analyzed thoroughly in order to line real estate decision with the 

overalll  goals of the firm. In chapter two I analyze corporate real estate ownership of 5,109 

firmss from twenty different industries and based in nine different economies from around 

thee world. My results show that corporate real estate ownership varies consistendy across 

industries,, with high possession levels for heavy industrial sectors like mining and 
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remarkablyy low levels for service industries like the financial sectors. Overall, corporate 

reall  estate ownership appeared to be decreasing gradually over the previous decade. When 

linkingg the variation in corporate real estate ownership to the return and risk 

characteristicss of the firms' stocks I document some interesting relationships. Especially a 

stock'ss systematic risk appears to be negatively related to the ownership of corporate real 

estate,, a result that may be explained by real estate's low return-risk profile and low 

correlationn with the operational profits of the firms in my sample. By owning real estate 

assetss firms lower their risk, while the risk-adjusted returns on their stocks do not exhibit 

anyy consistent and significant influences. Buying corporate real estate assets instead of 

leasingg does alter the characteristics of a company and therefore firms should be aware of 

thesee effects when defining their real estate strategy. Leasing commercial real estate, 

however,, requires a mature market in which real estate companies offer sufficient lease 

alternativess for ownership. The rising magnitude of this market of real estate lease 

providers,, real estate companies, is examined in the next chapter. 

Duringg the prvious century real estate companies have grown swifdy both in numbers 

andd in size. The development of real estate companies is sometimes marked by a historic 

momentt in its corporate history, the initial public offering (IPO). Listing stocks on the 

nationall  stock exchange represents a rare milestone for a firm and for real estate 

companiess this step finalizes the real estate securitization process, in which illiqui d real 

estatee objects are transformed into tradable securities. At the same time IPOs offer 

financiall  economists one of the most intriguing anomalies in financial markets, since in 

mostt cases the event is associated with remarkable stock price behavior both in the very 

shortt and longer run. In chapter three I examine the stock price behavior of IPOs of 54 

propertyy investment companies that originate from Sweden, the United Kingdom, and 

France.. During their first day of trading these IPOs experienced a mild jump in stock 

pricess which resulted in an average return that exceeded the stock market by a significant 

2.55%.. Compared to IPOs in the common stock market, which outperform the market 

byy 11.40%52 during their debut, this first-day return is very modest in size. In the 

aftermarket,, IPOs typically are not capable of maintaining their strong returns and 

underperformm the overall stock market on average after one year of trading. The real 

estatee IPOs in my sample confirm this traditional pattern although again their anomalous 

performancee is very mild when compared to common stock issues. Theories and models 

thatt attempt to explain the puzzling stock price behavior that surround IPOs often point 

too informational asymmetry as an explanation. Investors have difficulties with assessing 

522 See: Ibbotson, R.G., 1975, Price Performance of Common Stock New Issues, journal' oj'Financial 
EconomicsEconomics 2, 235-272 for a more detailed discussion of IPO first day performance. 
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thee true value of an IPO and therefore require a discount when buying the IPO. Since 

informationall  asymmetry is less of an issue for real estate companies, which compose of 

portfolioss of observable real estate assets, real estate IPOs have less needs for 

underpricingg the issue and therefore exhibit stock price swings that are less abnormal. My 

resultss of chapter three provide new insights in the remarkable price behavior of IPOs by 

analyzingg an industry with characteristics which can be used to test available explanations 

inn a unique laboratory environment. My findings indicate that Rock's winner's curse is 

mostt successful in explaining my observations. 

Oncee real estate companies have witnessed their IPO they are likely to return to the stock 

markett for raising additional capital for the expanding their operational scale, securitizing 

moree real estate assets. These additional issues, seasoned equity offerings (SEOs), change 

aa firm's capital structure and therefore should not be undertaken lightly. Investors have 

alwayss responded sharply on the announcement of additional capital issues, a response 

whichh varies according to the type of capital that wil l be raised. Announcements of equity 

offeringss are accompanied by a significant drop in stock prices, while the announcement 

off  additional debt is welcomed positively, resulting in increasing stock prices. Corporate 

financee literature on whv these price reactions vary is abundant, and numerous theories 

offerr different explanations. One of the dominating believes regarding this issue claims 

thatt corporate taxation favors the increase of the debt levels. Since debt creates tax shield 

benefitt which increase firm value, investors might respond positively to the 

announcementt of additional debt. This theory, however, is not conclusive and still a lot of 

alternativee theories have survived the challenge. In chapter four I analyze the 

announcementt effect of 113 equity- and 26 debt issues from various European property 

companies.. The specific setting, in which corporate tax rates vary between 0% in the 

Netherlandss and 33% in France, offers an interesting laboratory situation to test the 

islatedd influence of corporate taxation on changes in capital structure. My results show the 

traditionall  negative price reaction on equity issue announcement, while news on debt 

offeringss is associated by mildly positive returns. Further analysis of the variation in these 

pricee effects showed that stock prices decrease stronger in countries in which corporate 

taxx rates are highest, while the SEOs in my Dutch sample, in which property companies 

aree exempt from paying taxes on a corporate level, exhibit no significant price reactions. 

Thiss empirical evidence may attribute to the understanding of capital structure theory. 

Beingg listed on the stock exchanges property shares mingle in the daily fluctuations that 

markk the international financial markets. The continuous trading system of stock 

exchangess bring about a pricing mechanism that is very different from the pricing system 
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off  the real estate market of buildings and land. The returns on real estate shares are much 

moree volatile over time and there have been periods in which public, securitized real 

estatee returns have moved in directions opposite to the private real estate market. This 

discrepancyy has worried fund managers and inspired academics to question whether real 

estatee shares still qualify as real estate investments or whether perhaps the share 

componentt has become dominant. In chapter five I compare historic return series of 

publicc and private real estate markets for the US, UK and Canada and document a 

distinctt difference in performance and report extremely low correlations between both 

markets.. Over the past two decades, however, academic research has developed statistical 

technologyy with which the effects of differences in market microstructurc can subtracted 

fromm the comparison. After unsmoothing the private real estate returns and hedging the 

publicc market performance I repeat mv comparative analysis and document a significantlv 

positivee correlation, that indicates that both markets are still related. The residual 

differencee between both market performance, however, is still compelling and 

demonstratess clearly that listed real estate company returns are more than just a function 

off  the underlying real estate asset values. Real estate companies are monitored strictly by 

theirr investors and need to develop clear corporate strategies in order to differentiate 

themselvess from their peer group. The second part of my study analyzes two of these 

strategicc considerations. 

8.22 Corporate Strategy 

Reall  estate investment companies earn their profits by acquiring buildings at low prices 

lettingg them at profitable leases and eventually selling them at higher prices. These 

buildingss are existing and contain lease contracts and operational histories, which facilitate 

thee investment analysis. Building real estate objects is not part of their business, at least in 

mostt cases it is not. Developing real estate entails very specific uncertainties that are ven* 

differentt from the risks that accompany managing real estate. By including real estate 

developmentt into its corporate activities firm management wil l need the expertise that is 

necessarvv to control the additional risks that are being adopted. At the same time the 

supplvv of profitable real estate objects is limited. Building real estate objects offers real 

estatee investment companies direct access to new7 investment opportunities and liberates 

thee firm from its dependency on third parties. Whether or not real estate investment and 

reall  estate development should be combined within the same entity is the focus of 

chapterr six. I analyze the performance of 340 real estate companies with varying 
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developmentt involvement. The companies originate from the US, UK, Australia, Hong 

Kongg and France and are analyzed for the period 1988-2000. For each firm I compute 

theirr property development involvement by dividing the book value of their property 

developmentt activities by their total assets. First I detect some compelling differences in 

thee average development involvement across the national samples with very low 

involvementt in the United States and France and high development involvement among 

thee Hong Kong firms. The majority of this variation is caused by differences in national 

legislationn which limits the real estate development participation in some countries. \Xlien 

analyzingg the return and risk characteristics of the 340 firms, I observe that companies 

thatt participate the most in property development projects are associated with the highest 

systematicc risk, while variations in returns decrease after accounting for risk. Therefore I 

concludee that involvement in property development tends to increase the sensitivity of a 

firmss returns to movements of the overall market. 

Finally,, chapter seven is concerned with the issue of corporate focus versus 

diversification.. Should a firm specialize into one core business and home market or 

shouldd it spread its activities over a wide range of industries across the world? This 

dilemmaa has troubled academics and professions for many years and their answer has 

changedd over time. Before the early eighties the common belief was that firms needed to 

diversifyy their activities and build corporate empires in order to spread risk and optimize 

thee use of internal cash-flows. Since the eighties this opinion has changed and academics 

havee started stressing the agency costs that associate diversified conglomerates. Investors 

havee become keen on lean firms with clear and simple specialized strategies. I gathered 

corporatee information on 275 property companies from the United States, the United 

Kingdom,, Sweden, France, and the Netherlands to investigate the issue within the listed 

propertyy market. By computing value-based Herfindahl and Entropy indices I quantified 

corporatee concentration strategies both regarding real estate types and geographical 

regions.. My results show that US property companies are much more focused on 

propertyy types and diversified along geographical regions, while the European firms in my 

studyy tend to focus more on regions and less regarding property types. When including 

thee stock performance of these firms into my analysis I discover that corporate focus 

tendss to increase the idiosyncratic risk component of a property company, while the 

systematicc risk does not seem to be affected by this strategic difference. Furthermore, I 

reportt historic risk-adjusted returns which are mildly higher for the most specialized firms 

inn each sample. This pattern, however, lacks statistical significance. 

file:///Xlien
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8.33 Further Research 

Myy sample of international listed real estate companies contains information on 

numerouss issues and I wil l continue to do my best in dealing with them in an appropriate 

manner.. Issues that come to mind are for instance the market liquidity restrictions of real 

estatee shares. Although real estate shares are traded at major stock exchanges, their 

availablee treefloat remains ven- low, especially when compared to common shares. Large 

institutionall  investors have switched from managing portfolios of office and retail centers 

too selecting the most appropriate real estate shares. Since these investors manage 

enormouss amounts these real estate share investment add up to significant portfolios, in 

whichh individual stakes in real estate companies sometimes rise into double digits. It is 

veryy likely that these blockholdings influence the performance of real estate shares, 

especiallyy when events occur which demand share liquidity. The specific market structure 

inn which real estate shares float, raise ver}' relevant questions that are still in need of an 

answer.. For instance, do low correlations between real estate shares and other assets 

prevaill  when the going gets tough? Does the trading of large blockholders distort the 

performancee of real estate share returns? 

AA second issue, which I would like to deal with in the future, is the future demand of 

commerciall  real estate. Numerous bold attempts have already been made to explain the 

famouss cycles in real estate markets using macro economic data and theory. Very littl e 

attentionn has been devoted to the impact of demographics and the impact of the ongoing 

agingg of society on the future demand of office space. Research by Mankiw and Weil 

(1989)) already showed that the baby boom and -bust have influenced the demand and 

pricess of residential real estate in the United States. Studies on the consequences of such 

demographicc shifts for commercial real estate are still lacking. At a time in which some 

Europeann societies are aging at a record pace, understanding of demographic effects may 

bee of vital importance. 

Finally,, I also would like to start investigating two alternative types of real estate 

investments;; the non-listed real estate companies and the real estate mutual funds. Non-

listedd real estate companies are gaining popularity among large investors, since they offer 

accesss to real estate returns without the influence of the general stock market. 

Unfortunately,, information on these non-listed real estate vehicles is scant and gathering 

dataa for academic research wil l demand significant efforts and time. Information on real 

estatee mutual funds is more readily available. These funds offer private investors the 

opportunityy to invest in portfolios that bundle a selection of the available listed real estate 
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shares.. Mutual fund managers, responsible for these funds, use their skills and expertise in 

orderr to optimize this selection and to offer superior returns, which exceed the 

appropriatee benchmark. I would like to spend time on examining the success of these 

fundss by measuring and attributing their performance. New methodology on examing 

mutuall  fund performance has been offered recently, and I would like to apply these tools 

inn the future. 




